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shirt. “It’s just his thing,” another
comic tried to explain to me afterwards.
“It works for him.” I’ve seen physical
comedy, alt-comedy, political comedy,
set-up punchline, long confessional
stories. I’ve seen people joke about how
their dying grandmother should kill Joe
Biden, and what it means to be chronically suicidal. I’ve been roasted, mostly
for my job “Where’s the journalist? Can
you cover my lawsuit against the New
York City Subway?” . And I’ve talked
with many of the comics trying to make
it, who are hustling across the city every
night for a few minutes, here and there,
of stage time.
aking people laugh is so ompli
cated,” Ruth Allen tells me. She’s a 24year-old comic, three years into the
game. We’re sitting outside BKLYN
Comedy Club in Williamsburg, where
she’s just taken a tequila shot and done a
eight-minute set to a sleepy but receptive crowd. “The greater question is

hen people react audibly,
the comics thin it s good
nd thin no t means
people are stunned
what makes you audibly react, and
there are a million reasons,” she says. “I
laugh when I’m uncomfortable. You can
be scared, upset or caught off guard and
laugh. And that misdirects comics. I
know some comics with very offensive
material, and when people react audibly, they think it’s good. And I think no
That doesn’t mean it’s good, it means
people are stunned by what you said.”
This reminds me of how Darwin
described laughing at a joke: as “involuntary”. I ask Allen what the difference
is between shocking and good.
“Intention,” she says. “Shocking has
no point. It’s just flashing genitals or
being grotesque.”
She talks me through one of her jokes:
she had a Citi Bike accident, she says,
and needed three stitches to her vagina.
Her doctor worried she was using the
bike story as a cover, and asked her
repeatedly if it was sexual assault.

What makes
good comedy
today?
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standup stars hustling to ma e it in ew or s teeming comedy
scene and treading the ine line between pro ocation and o ence
’m at a trendy comedy club in Manhattan. There are about 100 of us,
drinking cocktails, packed
together, close to the stage. There’s
a comic on stage, white, middleaged, from New Jersey. He’s doing crowd
work. It’s so fast that we in the audience
can barely keep up.
“That guy looks like he for sure owns
handguns. How many handguns do you
have, sir?” He points at a blonde
woman. “I would do shit to you that’s
illegal in Afghanistan I would let you
drive a car, I would let you have opinions.” A guy with a beard. “You can’t tell
if he’s Jewish or Isis ”
He’s Jewish too, he tells us, and has a
sex joke about sleeping with Jewish
guys, something about using eight fingers like a menorah.
The crowd is laughing, hard, when he
zeroes in on a couple in the front row.
“These are real Asian people, look at
this,” he says. “These are anime characters. Dance Dance Revolution.” My
whole body freezes. I glance at the couple. To my surprise, they’re laughing.
“This guy’s so Asian. Patient ero and
Patient One, thank you for the vacation,
we appreciated the two years off, however now our economy is floundering.”
The jokes continue, mostly like that.
And of the seven comedians that Friday
night at The Stand NYC, this comic,
Aaron Berg, gets by far the biggest
laughs. I leave wondering if the crowd
was somehow duped. Just because people laughed, did that make it good?
Something is happening in our culture that is sticky and unresolved.
Demands to give marginalised people
their due respect are colliding with
demands to protect freedom of speech
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and artistic expression, and it’s playing
out most publicly in the world of
standup comedy.
The debate has raged at A-list level. In
March, Will Smith slapped Chris Rock
on stage at the Oscars for insulting his
wife Jada about her alopecia. The internet spent a relentless cycle on whether
that was or was not messed up. Dave
Chappelle, an icon of comedy, has been
defending his right to make offensive
jokes about the transgender community
for years. Ricky ervais’s May Netflix
special, uper ature, hinges on jokes
about trans people where their genitals
are the punchline.
In the last two cases, L BT activists
and allies have protested, and the
comics have doubled down. In a July
speech aired on Netflix, Chappelle

called a group of high-school students
protesting against him “instruments
of oppression”.
This all begs the question: what do we
look to comedy for to begin with? Freud
believed it helps us release the energy
that represses our emotions around
sexual desire and hostility; it gets
vented through laughter. Comedy helps
to frame issues we’re still making sense
of. It points out incongruities. All this
puts it right in the crosshairs for people
who think about public discourse. And
when a vocal population gets offended,
and the stars cry cancel culture, a futile
loop repeats and repeats.
ery few star comics have truly lost
their platforms because of what they’ve
said on stage. In fact, the opposite is
more common: when comics claim censorship, engagement spikes. Andrew
Schulz, whose last special included antiAsian jokes, promoted his newest special by saying he’d refused a streamer’s
request to remove edgy jokes about
abortion. He released it himself instead,
and it’s been watched on YouTube more
than 6.7mn times. Chappelle says his
most controversial recent special, e
o er, is now the most-watched comedy
special on Netflix, ever.
I think we’re being distracted by the
wrong question. Maybe instead of “Is
cancel culture threatening comedy?”
the question should be “What makes
good comedy today?”
To understand where Ameri a s
national sense of humour could go, I
have spent the past months exploring
the New York comedy scene — one of the
country’s biggest, most diverse and
most influential, and a historic proving
ground for new ideas. Modern standup
was born in New York: the Marx Brothers brought it to Broadway in the 1920s,
Lenny Bruce was routinely arrested on
stage in the 1960s. New York gave us
Eddie Murphy, Jerry Seinfeld, Joan Rivers, atur a g t e.
This year I’ve seen more comedians
perform live than I can count. I saw a
man dressed as a giant pair of pants
make jokes about finding a matching
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fashion — her father was a designer of
western-style outfits — quite brilliantly
evoke that psychedelic social reality, a
delirium between desire and hope,
oppression and fear.
Everything flickers, uncertain and
tantalising. Razzle-dazzle geometric
patterns line The Curve’s 90-metre wall
and floor. Dancing holograms spin and
whirl, and from within a multi-faceted
dangling sculpture “The Star”, film
sequences blur into one another. The
magic of cinema meets the decorativeness of Islamic architecture. A mosque’s
embellished interiors are intended to
induce a trance-like sense of od’s
greatness; Sokhanvari aims to “create a
temple for these iconic women”.
Bursting into saturated colour, her
portraits unfold Iran’s uneasy move
towards modernity in the 1960s-70s. In
“Hey Baby, I’m a Star” Forouzan, highest earning film-Farsi actor, looks nervously awkward in a low-cut pink minidress. But actor ari Khoshkam in bright
yellow shorts and knee-high boots on a
striped sofa would be comfortable in a
David Hockney portrait from Sixties
London. In “Bang”, Faranak Mirghahari,
wearing a red-and-black checked dress,
wields a gun; in the 1962 film e a t
ur e she shoots her way, literally,
throughpatriarchal society.
To where? Like all Sokhanvari’s figures, Mirghahari is fixed, pinned in
place within an ornamental geometry —
here bright red tessellated shapes.
These allusive, ambivalent backgrounds veer between dynamic pulsing
abstractions and all-over filigree webs,
suggesting sometimes the energy for
change, sometimes the inescapable net
of repressive culture.
Many of the women celebrated here
went into exile in 1979; those remaining
were imprisoned, though mostly
released on signing “letters of repentance”. None worked in Iran again. But
their story is not over: as e e e e
enacts, their art lives on in the collective
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imagination, reaching new generations.
After the Revolution, bootleg copies
of singer oogoosh’s funk and soul
music, for example, circulated widely,
along with reminiscences of the chic
short hair cut, the googoo , which she
had popularised. “They tried to erase
the memory of me, but they
couldn’t,” she says now. She was
allowed to leave Iran in 2000.
Sokhanvari paints the 1970s oogoosh as a picture within a picture, a recollection looming larger than life,
in “The Love Addict”. Like every image
here, it is poignant yet optimistic,
affirming art’s power as protest,
its impulse for liberty and change
shared with the girls today chanting
“Woman, Life, Freedom”.
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Windrush docked at
Tilbury in Essex in
June 1948, the young
Caribbean men on
board, arriving to settle in the UK,
ushered a smiling “spokesman”
towards Path ’s waiting cameras.
Dapperly dressed in a pale suit and
fedora, the 26-year-old Aldwyn
Roberts, AKA Lord Kitchener, then
launched a cappella into an
optimistic calypso he’d written
aboard the boat.
“London is the place for me...do,
do, do, do-bom-bom London, this
lovely city You can go to France or
America India, Asia or Australia
But you must come back to London
city Well believe me I am speaking
broadmindedly I am glad to know
my mother country...”
Interviewed by the BBC in 2015,
another calypsonian, David Rudder,
said “Kitch” wasn’t as naive as that
old footage makes him seem.
Rudder believes he was well
aware of the racist attitudes he’d
be facing, but sang the song to
“mamaguy, as we say in
Trinidad, to caress the egos of
theBritish.Hejust said what
would make English people
happy because if they take to
his spirit then he might have an
easier passage.”
Certainly, he was soon singing
a different tune, writing songs
that offered warm and witty
companionship to fellow
immigrants, documenting
struggles with the weather and
intrusive landladies. By the
time he headed back to
Trinidad 15 years later, he was
lamenting in “If You’re
Brown”: “It’s a shame, it’s a
fear but what can you do?
The colour of your skin
makes it hard for you You
can tour the world, you still
will get no place Every door
is shut in your face.”
The youngest of six children,

nicknamed “Bean” because he was
so tall and skinny, Roberts was
born in 1922 in Arima, Trinidad.
His mother Albertha was a
housewife and his father Stephen
was a blacksmith. In interviews he
would describe the percussive
atmosphere of the forge where his
dad would sing and whistle while
clanging out a rhythm on the anvil.
He loved calypso music, which had
evolved from west African kaiso
and canboulay genres in the 17th
century, brought by enslaved
Africans. Singing in French creole
laden with slang, they used the
songs to communicate with each
other and mock their slave masters.
Across the 19th and 20th centuries,
the songs became a means of
spreading news around the island.
Roberts began writing his own
songs at 10. An orphan at 14, he
moved to Port of Spain to pursue
music. Living in an old slaver yard,
the bright, gregarious young man
earned a reputation as an
innovator, weaving African, Latin
and jazz rhythms into calypso
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songs, while writing lyrics critical of
British control. His jaunty style
made him a hit with US troops on
the island in the second world war,
but still struggling for money, he
headed for London, where he sang
and played double bass in jazz
bands and made up calypso lyrics
to Dixieland melodies. He soon
scored a recording contract.
When the West Indies first beat
England in a test match at Lord’s in
1950, Lord Kitchener calypso
singers often titled themselves
“Lord” led West Indian fans on to
the pitch to celebrate with the first
cricket calypso. Across the decade,
his music became popular with the
upper classes including Princess
Margaret and he opened a club in
Manchester. But, perhaps worried
he was losing his crown as the King
of Calypso, he returned to Trinidad
in 1962, where he continued to
embrace new sounds including
soca right up to his death in 2000.
“London Is the Place for Me”,
recorded in 1951, appears regularly
in documentaries about the black
experience in the UK but it hasn’t
been much covered. Trinidadianenezuelan bandleader Edmundo
Ros rumba-ed it up in 1950.
In 2014 it was recorded by D
Lime, a calypso band put
together to record the
soundtrack for the film
a ngton. The band’s singer,
veteran calypsonian Tabago
Crusoe, sang the optimistic
words Roberts had written
aboard the Windrush.
But a scandal was brewing, one
that gains pertinence during Black
History Month. Many of the
Windrush generation lacked
the documentation to prove
their right to remain in the
UK. Falsely deemed “illegal
immigrants”, many elderly
people lost their access to basic
services and some were
deported. Although the
government launched a
restorative action plan in 2020,
a report in November 2021
found that only 5.8 per cent of
those believed eligible for
compensation had received
payment. London, many felt,
was no longer a place for them.
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